The microRNA-306/abrupt regulatory axis controls wing and haltere growth in Drosophila.
Growth control relies on extrinsic and intrinsic mechanisms that regulate and coordinate the size and pattern of organisms. This control is crucial for a homeostatic development and healthy physiology. The gene networks acting in this process are large and complex: factors involved in growth control are also important in diverse biological processes and these networks include multiple regulators that interact and respond to intra- and extra-cellular inputs that may ultimately converge in the control of the cell cycle. In this work we have studied the function of the Drosophila abrupt gene, coding for a BTB-ZF protein and previously reported to be required for wing vein pattern, in the control of haltere and wing growth. We have found that inactivation of abrupt reduces the size of the wing and haltere. We also found that the microRNA miR-306 controls abrupt expression and that miR-306 and abrupt genetically interact to control wing size. Moreover, the reduced appendage size due to abrupt inactivation is rescued by overexpression of Cyclin-E and by inactivation of dacapo. These findings define a miR-306-abrupt regulatory axis that controls wing and haltere size, whereby miR-306 maintains appropriate levels of abrupt expression which, in turn, regulates the cell cycle. Thus, our results uncover a novel function of abrupt in the regulation of the size of Drosophila appendages during development and contribute to the understanding of the coordination between growth and pattern as well as to the understanding of abrupt oncogenic function in flies.